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US AND THE GULF SECURITY SINCE THE 
REVOLUTIONuIN IRAN. 

IIIaodactIoa 
The states that converge "n the Gulf are endowed with 60 % of 

__ Id's oil wealth. President Eisenhower deSC1'ibed the region as the 
"mOSI strategically important area: in the world ."1 In terms o( sheer 
riches of petroleum resources, there is no group of countries that 
Cl8B match it. A petroleum 'export shut·off from this region would 
mean industrial paralysis aUd devastating .:eonomic collapse for the 
industrial nations. The coriservati\'e Gulf states combine strategic 
importance and vulnerability in an area that is comparatively near 
die USSR, but at the furthest ' global limit from US militar,y power. 
They arc among the most tempting strategic targets in the world, 
with the possible exception of those African nations that provide the 
West with its supplies of strategic minerals. The Gulf states need 
Western military assistance as much as the West needs Gulf oil. 
Vulnerability alone, however, may not be sufficient motive to drive 
the Gulf states toward collective security or partnership with the 
West. The oil deposits transformed the Gulf into a chessboard for 
superpower competition. The Gulf scene is also not free from 
military crises, where the states have been at war with one another 
for the last thousand years. Few Gulf states have had the oppor
tunity to change rulers peacefully or without some from of military 

I . See the Introduction of the book, ~ Security of tire p.,./all GuU. edited 
by H ..... in Ant.irsadqhi, (Croom Holm, London), 1981. 
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intervention.2 Even the present confrontation between the superpowers 
in the Gulf has many historical precedents. 

The West has been strategically involved in the area for nearly 
four centuries, and for most of that time it has been in a position oC 
canfrontation with Russia. The announcement of British withdrawal 
from the Gulf in the late 19608 gave a further impetus to the 
S1Iperpower rivalry. The withdrawal deprived the Gulf oC a major 
stabilizing force, helped trigger an even broader regional struggJe Cor 
power, and accelerated the regional competition between the US 
and the USSR. Iranian revolution ' oC 1979 further escalated 'the 
situation. Despite President Carter's declaration that the US would 
defend its interests in the region, and President Reagan's even stronger 
promise to protect its allies, US military deployment capabilities 
remain uncertain and US ability to act as a reliable source of arms 
and military assistance is questionable. It appears that the US Co_ 
and military policy are not likely to deal with the complex regioaal 
and internal security threats in the Gulf or to stage large-scale combat 
half a world away from current US deployments. The US still Jacb 
credibility in the eyes of the Arab states, and there is little current 
understanding of or sympathy for the complexities of 0ulC and Arab 
nationalism. The Shah 's fall in 1919 removed the major regioual 
militarY "pillar" that US policy dependeil uPon for stilbility. &lid 
the resulting power vacuum has forced the US to greatly 00_ 
their capabilities for power projection in the region. But the IUbso
quent US failure in Labanon made the Arabs more suspicious about 
the US peace·keeping ;;"pability in the region. WhiJe the escalation 
of the Gulf wa; and growing spread of fundamentalism made the US 
administration more concerned and vulnerable about their interest 
in the region . US apparently failed to draw even her closest allies into 
a security orbit as the Arab Gulf countries preferred to devolop their 
own security arrangements keeping distance from the US. 

2. AnlboDy H. Cordesmon, T1w Gill! aM 1M SMTCIt /., SfrQ/q1t: Slob/Illy. 
(W..mew Press, USA), 1984, p. 54. 
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In tbe light of this complex scenario of the Gulf, the present 
article is an attempt to focus primarily on the security perceptions of 
the rogion vis-a-vis the US involvement to safeguard its economic and 
~gic interest. The . paper is divided into mainly four sections. 
Section I begins with a focus on the growing po litical, economic and 
strategic significance of the Gulf which serves the vital interest of the 
West particularly the US and also plays an important role for the 
world at large. In Section n the attempt is to examine the underlying 
causes of regional instability and threats, both internal and external 
pcn:eived by the Gulf states. Section III reveals the impact and 
implioations of the Iranian revolution for the securil¥ of the Gulf 
both from regional and global perspectives. Finally, in Section IV 
an effort will be made to explore the possible security options 
available for the Gulf states and the US. 

I 

Gtdf _ aM US Iaterests 

The Persian Gulf and the countries surrounding it are increasingly 
seeD as a single regional entity.3 Around this appendix to the Indian 

Ocean are situated the most important known reserves of oil and 
other natural rCSOUn:e8; It is through the Gt!If and its outlet, the 
Strait of Hormuz, the whole of oil exports leaves the region. It lay 
athwart major routes from Europe to the Far East and from Asia 
to Africa. The global setting of the affairs of the Gulf are likely to 
be economic and political. "Fhe oil revolution of early 1970s had 
important effects on political, economic, military strategy, the balance 
of power and tbe security ties of the Gulf states in relation to outside 
powers. 

3. Mobammad Reza Djalili and Dietrich Kappeler "l'er1iaD Qulr : Contrast 
sad Similarities." AUlfletJ PolltUr, GumtJII Fom"r. ADD'" RlrIe .. _ Vo1.29. 
2ad Quarter, 1978, p.228 
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. For the USSR, it is "an area, throu@h Iran. directly contiguous to 
it which is assuming greater importance every day both for Soviet 
(and Eastern bloc) energy needs in the 1980s, and for its growiDg 
value to NATO and Japan, which might lend itself to political 
exploitation. In the global setting of today, both in security matters 
and in economic prospect, the Gulf region finds itself more and more 
at the centre of world politics. US officials have ranked it with 
Europe and the Far East as an area of "vital" interest The Soviet 
leaders havo consistently described the region as of primary security 
importance and their move into Afghanistan was dramatic proof of 

that conviction. The latter brought Soviet forces severa! hundred 
miles close to the Gulf, a significant advance in terms of its strategic, 
economic and political goals. The diflerence as between Western 
and Gulf strategic concerns, and the vulnerabilities of the West and 
Gulf states, furnish pOWerful mechanisms for asserting Soviet 
strategic interests which include: expansion of Soviet military 
presence in the region; creation of alliances with friendly Gulf 
regimes; increase in Soviet capability to control or threaten 
Western oil supplies: transformation of the Gulf states into Marxilt 
or revolutionary states conforming to Soviet ideology; buildina 
up Soviet military power and its projection capabilities in the 'regioll; 
using the Arab-Israeli dissensions: wars in the Hom of Af'ric:a; 
Indo-Pakistan conflict': and every other oppOrtunity to create a broad 
influence aver the entire Middle East and Southwest Asia. Th_ 
interests almost ensure that the Soviet struggle with the West and 
the Gulf nations will result in a constant series of probes and tests. 
Soviet actions in the Gulf have high political aild strategic vi81Dility 
in the West, hostile action can threaten Soviet bloc trade with the 
West, and Soviet ability to capitalize on deiente. It puisues an overt 
approach to mil itary threats or attacks, only as long as tho West 

and the Gulf states can respond with a reasonable degree of military 
capability and political unity. Thus it is likely that Soviet Union 
will generally move cautiously in responding to events like the rovo-



Intion in Iran and act slowly and metbodically in exploiting the 
&mIS where the Gulf states find USSR as valuable ally for political 
and economic support and as a source of arms supply. 

Western dependency on Persian Gulf oil will continue to increase, 
not diminish in the 19808. A~ a result the region assumes importance 
as a point for exercising political (and psycbological) pressure against 
NATO and Japan and perhaps for stimulating inter-alliance feuds. 
Provoked by the invasion of Afghanistan, the US saw tbe need for 
creating a stronger capability for military action in the region. It 
was to consist of greater naval power in tbe Indian Ocean, the build
ing up of a "Rapid Deployment Force" i~ case of crisis, and the 
use of naval and air facilities in nearby states WIlling to co-operate! 
1bis capablity was not yet in being at the time of President Carter·s 
doclara~on in January, 1983 that the US wo~ld resist with all appro
priate means, including military force, any Soviet move presumably 

The regwnal factors which have considerably influenced the 
Gulf states to increase their arms build up are mainly 
regional security, regwnal dominance and deterrance of 
external threats. 

in the direction of the oilfields, the Gulf or the Indian Ocean repre
senting an assault on the "vital" interests of the United States. The 
aim of the declaratory policy was "deterrence" figuratively drawing 
a line on the map aM letting the Kremlin know that crossing it 
WOuld mean conflict with tbe United states, wbether or not the latter 
was relldy to contest every metre of Middle East territory. Limiting 
arms deliveries is a big factor for the US. Both the Carter Adminis
tration and Oongress professed to see the need for ebecking the flow 
of arms into tbe Gulf region as it reached fiood proportions in the 
late 19708. But it has become diJlicult, since arms sales are an inte
gral part of the complex military and economic relationShips, tbe 

4,. Hoaein AmUsadeghi, op. cit. p.9. 
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United States has develope(! With its friends in the region, thOle 

relationships they do not wish to put in jeopardy. It was an 
extraneous factor, the revolution in Iran, put an end to the largest 
of the arms sales programmes, but deliveries to Saudi Arabia 
continued at a high level, and other countries in the region were 
added to the list of recipients . . But the questibn is · whether the 
United States will be able to ensure her security interests in the 
region by providing most sophisticated weapons to the regimes of 
the area many of whom are not even capable to utilize them 
properly. The regional factors which have considerably inlluenced 
the Gulf states to increase their arms build,uJ) are mainly regional 
security, regional dominance and dcterrance of extemal threats. 
Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia became three regional contestants 
who vied with one another to assume the role of "protector" 
of the GuU' region . following tbe British withdrawal from the 
area. Each one of them had its own claims, but in each casc 
political inoentivcs differed . in accordance with the interests of 
external powers. Particularly the United States exploited IlIICl 
manipulated the situation and foistered the late Shah of Iran as the 
surrogate "par excellence" to take care of US interest in the area. 
In order to buildup a new relationship with the Gulf region, in the 
spirit of the Nixon Doctrine the US at Guam in 1969 called for a 
reliance on strong regional allies and to strengthen regional powers 
to safeguard American and Westem interest ' in peripheral regions 
instead of direct involvement as in Vietnam.' A senior US official 

.articulated the principle: "we are willing to, assist the Gulf states 
but we look to them to bear the main responsibility for tbeir own 
defense aod to cooperate among themselves to ensure regional peace 
and stability, we specially look to the leading states of the area, 
Iran and Saudi Arabia to cooperate for this purpose"'. It pertains 

S. John Militant, Arm~Q1Id Insecurity in lire P.,..IQII Gul[. (Radiant PubUsbcn, 
India), 1984, p, 76. 

6. a-iD Aminadeahi, 0/>. cit. p. In. 
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to the "Twin Pillars" bf the Persian Gulf-Iran and Saudi Arabia 

which made the former a pro-western ally of the US and to check 

any action of Soviet inlluence in the region. Although Saudi Arabia 

continues to be its main source of oil, the US efforts for strengthening 

the Saudi military forces was confronted with opposition not only 

from Israel but also from powerful pro-Israeli lobbies in the USA. 

Since the fall of the Shah of Iran in January, 1979, the US has 

manoeuvred to find a new set of relationships in the Gulf. It has 

&OUght to establish a reasonable degree of strategic stability, to 

protect its allies in the area, and to safeguard the West's supplies 

of imported oil. The policy relied on four elements: US abiliry to 

strcogthen Saudi Arabia as a nation capable of defending itself 

against most regional threats and of guarding the other Gulf states, 

US ability to strengthen Egypt both militarily and economically 

US ability to find some solution to the Arab-Israeli contlict that 

will both meet Arab needs and ensure the security of Israel; and 

US ability to improve ifs power projection capabilities ~ the Gulf. 

Regardless of fluctuations in the demand for imported oil, US 

relations with the Gulf states have become pivotal to Western 

security. 

It is reasonable at this stage to examine the US stakes involved 

in this region. The Arabian Gulf provides about 30 percent of the 

United States oil supply. President Carter underscored tbe need 

of Gulf oil as he said " "e can get · along without oil from Iran and 

Iraq, but we cannot get along without oil, ourselves or the rest of 

the Persian Gulf region. The other states ship about 12 million 

barrels of oil every day out of the Straits of Honnuz and we will 

use whatever means is required to keep the Straits of Hormuz 

open.'" American monopolies possess 49 percent of the the ARA

MCO capital: this is the biggest oil-producing property outside 

American boundaries. After Iran the US has turned to Saudi

Arabia which is the key to securing the West's cnorgy supplies. 
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Saudi Arabia alone has 2S % of the world's proven oil reserves 
and roughly 30% of the sustamed production capacity of the Orga
nization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).' 

Thus Saudi Arabia is left as one of the major Gulf oil producer 
aligned with the West. Equally important, its geography, its ino.u
ence within OPEC, and its wealth have made it the only n:gional 
power that can catal¥ze an effective collective security effort to pro
tect all the conservative Gulf states and the West's primary source 
of oil imports. While all the Arab countries have large investment 
of petrodollars in the US, Saudi Arabia alone had more than 70 
percent of her entire overseas investment concentrated in the US in 
1981.' As regards trade between US and the Gulf states the former 
alongwith other western countries have been flourishing lucrative 
markets in the region, both for essential commodities and luxury 
goods, while the Gulf states need western expertise for their develop
ment programmes. US interest is greatly ino.uenced by the purcha
sing capacity of the Gulf states of sophisticated weapons. A hu~ 
market for arms sale is located in this region, US military equipment 
complements US foreign policy objectives in the area. The Reagan 
administration for exampl~, seeking to improve ties with anti-Soviet 
Saudi Arabia approved of Riyadh's efforts to enhance the strength 
to deter the spread of communism and Soviet influence which com
plements US policy in the area. Another reason for arms supply to 
the region is that it greatly improves the US balance of payments .I ' 

Thus the Gulf countries are an object of interest not only of the 
US oil monopolies but also the companies producing armaments, as 
well as the Pentagon, since military equipment, billions of dollars 

8. Anlbony H. CordesmaD, op. cit. p. I. 

P. Abdel Mlliid Farid, 011 ",,4 S.C/U/ly /11 tho ArtlblaJI Gulf, (Arab Rese8ri:b 

Centre. Croom Helm). !.oDd"". 1983 p. 28 

10. Abele! Ml\lid Farid, op. cit. p. 61. 

• 
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worth, is accumulated thefe annually.1I American firms also ta1:o 
part in constructIOn projects in those countries and amass huge 
profits from these operations. A river of petrodollars is flowing from 
the Gulf shores to the United States in the form of ' loan capital 
export. This flow not only makes up for gaps in the US balance of 
payments and enriches its financial circles, but also enhances depen
dence of the exporters of capital on the country it is exported to. 
The region also provides 70 percent of Europe's and 85 percent of 
lapan's oil supply. The US has also the obligation to ensure steady 
supply of these oil addressed to its key allies. 

The requirement of securing continuing access to vital Persian 
Gulf oil resources involve,; at least four security problems: la) ensu
ring the security and stability of the oil-producing countries (b) 
ensuring the security of oil fields and facilities, (c) ensuring the securi
ty of the oil loading terminals in the Gulf, and (d) protecting the 
sea lanes of communications (SLOCs).'2 Accomplishing these taslcs 
is no easy mission. It is complicated politically by US support of 
Israel that often overshadows the positive dimensions of US relations 
with key Arab countries, like Saudi Arabia and also the growth of 
US-Soviet naval competition in Indian Ocean. 

n 
Forcesud Factors of IiIstabiHty in tile Iteg\oa 

The Persian Gulf has alwa)s been riven by violence and political 
turmoil.'· The history of the Golf states divides each nation from 
the other and limits their capacity for collective actiOn. These 
divisions are reinforced by the pressures of rapid change. The massive 
volume of arms transfered to the Gulf over the last decade symbolizes 

11. Alvin J. Cottrell and Michael L Moodie TM U_lled SItlt" aJld no 
p.,.s/Qn Gulf: Past MIstDices, _ N«tU, (Nad.-J SllaI<lY IDIot
matioo Centre Inc, USA), 1984. p. B. 

11. Ibid, p. X 

• 
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t\je transformation of the GuI~states froJ;ll a relatiyoly quiet colo.nial 
backwater into. an area o.f continuing strategic crisis. This military 
buildup is, however, only one of the structural shifts that now thre
aten Gulf strategic stability. The massive political, economic, and 
cultural changes in the Gulf invariably interact with this military 
build-up. The events of the last decade have also. transformed relati-. . ( , . . ' 
vely Io.w level US and Soviet struggle for influence in the Gu If area 
into an in~enSj: and wtentiJilly decisive one. The risk of direct mili
tl!cTY ,confrontat)oll between the ~uperpowers has grown steadily, and 
the, Gulf is so vital to the west that it.is one of the few areas whMe 
P,Otent\alloss could ,trigger a third world war. This makes the military 
buildup of the Gulf states, and the vario.us internal security threats 
tg eaoh Gulf nation critical to all the powers concerned. 

The political interaction among the states has historically been a 
complex mixture of 'economic and political rivalries, uudergirded by 
long-standing dynastic, national and territorial conflicts with distinct 
ethnic, religious aud trip~l , overtones.·' With the arrival of the 

The mas.ive po/ilical, eeonqmlc and cultural changes In the' 
the Gulf interacting with mounting arms build-up symbolize 

a substantive strategic /rans/orma/wn 0/ the regwn. 
e • • 

Britisll in the Gulf, thCSll .conflicts subsided but did not disappear, 
since then tensions have remained major factors in the political 
Processes of the.area., In 1950s and 1960s strong:anti-colI!lllunist stand 
\'las taken ·in the region and Sov,iet policy' in the Middle East was 
strongly criticised. As King _ Faisal of Sau<!i Arabia believed, the 
creation ofIsrael in the heartlljlld of the Aral? world was a commu
nist -zionist imperialist <;ompiracy a~inst Islilm .• 4 It was perceived 

,----------------
13. Bossei. Amirsadeahi, op. cit, p, 170. 
14. V.L. Bodianski aDd M.S. Lazarev, Saudopskaya Arabia Pos1. Salld (Saudi 

Arabia Aller Saud), M_I967~ p. 37., 
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to characterise the growing Soviet infiltration in the Arab world 
as disastlOus to tbe security of the region. To counter the spread of 
communism and to deter the Soviet influence in the area, Saudi 
Arabia continued anti-Soviet policy and sought help from the liko
minded Arab nations and from the US. However, subsequent events 
including the total US support to the Zionist state proved the simple 
anti-Soviet poliC¥ inconsistent and incomprehensive. Thus in the 
backdr~p of changing pattern of policy orientation of the Gulf states 
in the dynamic context of geopolitics tbere are at least four 
categories of shared interests which transcend the dynastic rivalries 
and competitian for influence in the area: the perpetuation of their 
respective conservative monarchical regimes; the prevention of 
radical groups from gaining a foothold in tbe area; tbe continua
tion of an uninterrupted flow of the Gulf's oil resources to markets 
outside the region; and the procurement of the maximum revenue 
in exchange for their oil .• ' ,. 

Territorial disputes between Iran and Kuwait, Bahrain and Qatar, 
UAE and Iran are weU-k nown issues which can influence tile structure 
of regional , security framework . Inter-dynastic rivalries between the 
states centre also on ancestral lineage as Abu Dhabi and Dubai, 
Kuwait and Saudi.Arabia which can at times influence tbe conservative 
states of the Gulf in malters of mutual concern. Moreover, !be 
competition to have influence and position in tbe Gulf also exists 
among the states. And how these states relate both as a group, and 
as iitdividual states underscore the point that this particular sub-region 
of the Gulf is one in which an uneasy equilibrium persists between 
competing forces. These forces of territoial rivalries or dynastic 
riva lries underscore the complexity of the area in tenlls of regiolllll 
and interational politics and serves a foundation conditioning how 
these states relate to one another politicaUy. Another pronounced 
factor are the difl'creoccs arising periodical?- IInder !be rubric of 
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conservatives ("reactioDlirics',) pitted against radicals ("revolution
aries' ') as in Iraq. Some conservative states arc ruJed by dynasts 
Whose policies are friendly to the Wesl, and the so-called "moderate" 
forces of political and socio·economic change in the Middle East and 
c'ISCVihere. The domestic policies are heavily weighed against tho 
small minority of their citizens (Shiite in Iraq, and Sunni in Iran) 
and non·national residents who harbour revolutionary sentiments. 

" Thlls the radical ideology espoused ' by the Ba'thist leadership in 
Baghdad has been rejected in "toto" from the beginning by all tho 
other Gulf states. Iraqi attempts to fashion a "Gulf policy" 
acceptable to the Culf states based on "realpolitik" consideration 
of coexistence would even encounter oitter opposition witbin tho 
Iraqi Ba'th party. This policy is also inhibited by the distraction or 
the rec'Ulrent ideological cleavage with the Ba'-thist in Syria. Iran's 
regional role to encourage subversive activities bas diminished in 
recent years. South Yemen stood opposed to the , conservative 
governments in the region and rendered practical support to tho 
Marxist guerrillas in Oman to overtbow the Sultan and institute a 
socialist government. The Dofari revolution had been suppressed in 
Oman, and'Sultan's power was strcngthe!led with Saudi and Iraniaa 
support. The two basic types of ideological conflict stemming 
from ethnic and religious sources have also been demonstrated in 
Iran. 

Although the fear of.left·wing radical regimes is a major SQurco 
of concem throughout the Gulf today, radical threats come from 
both extreme "left" and extreme "right".16 Revolutionary Iran's 
fo~ign policy doctrine inoludes two basic features (Q "negative 
equilibrium" implying affiliation to none-"neither to the West noe 
to the East", thus opposing the pro-western polictes of the 0uIf' 
states, (ii) the next feature is "Pan Islamism" and the export of 

- Islamic Revolution to other Muslim countries. It generated a daop 
senso of insecurity among the conservative Arab allies of USA and 

16. ibid, p. 30-
8-



cndanJjel"od the I stability of the regimes in the Gulf region aB 
evoutuality very much welcomed by the Soviet Union, The Soviet 
Union tried to influence ~ents in Iran throug\} the commnist 
"Tudeh" (mass) party adoping a multi-pronged strategy inter
nally while expreSsing support for Khomeini; It also emphasized 
on the imperialist and anti-American nalUre of Iranian Revolution, 
ignoring its Islamic orientation. 

The Kurds, Turkoman and other minoritieS, demand for greater 
autonomy 'aroused the consciousness of minorities in other Gulf 
states. The Iranian revolution had also appeal in the region where 
the social, political and economic conditions were identical to those 
in Iran, It further provided the different Islamic fundamentalist 
groups in the Gulf with mora I and political sUpPOrt, miHtary training 
and arIlls. AU these ha.d a spill-over effect over the entire regiou. 
Examples are: Shiite uprising of !laudi Arabia in 1979-80, attempted 
coup in Bahrain in 1981 by the Tehrau-based Islamic Frdut. Absence 
of trus\, per~onal hatred and . "fear psychosis" compounded the 
existing turbulent situation of the region alongwith other factors. 

The fratricidal war between Iran and Iraq already in its sixth 
year has claimed large number ·of casualties-( and has 'cost the par
ticipants billions of dollars. It ranks.as one of the most serious of 
the ISO-plus armed conflicts since World War n.11 It is the longest 
war between the. two Third. World cQuntrJes npt pnly.threateni1lg the 
~rity of the . region but also increasing intern;ltionaI tension by 
precipitating new alliances ·and a reaI]llngement of (orces in the already 
turbulent , area. The -eruption of the Iran-Iraq war polarized th~ 

~ab world into two opposing campS.19 A new realignment of powers 

17. Aryeh Y. Yodfal, Th. Sovln Union o;,d R.volutioll in 1,,,,,, (Croom 
Helm. London), 1984. p. IDS. 

lB. JlSjil Sinah. "Iran-lnlq war", Strrllqic AM/pis, (Institute for nor ..... 
aDd Strategic> ADalyoes), New DCuu. Vol. IX No.5, 1985; p. 457. . 

19. Juim M, Abdulghani, Iraq tmd 1_: The r'!lI'1 AI Crf3u (Croom 
Helm, LOIl~QD ",d ~idDey), 1984, p. 21+ 
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consequently emerged in the Arab world, signaUed by bo;cottin& of 
the Arab Summit Conference of December 19l1O by some states.
Further it led to greater Iranian involvement in inter-Arab politics. 
The war destroyed the Iraqi-led Arab coalition against sadat's Egypt 
and eroded the consensus in favour of Sadat's ostracism in the Amb 
world. 

The financial and 'military exhaustion of the parties enhanoDd 
Saudi Arabia's political role and gave tremendous leverage over the 
Gulf states. . Consequently Iraq's emer8l=nt leadership in ·the Arab 
world was substantially weakened and became dependent on tho 
support of the Gulf states. Iraq's debilitati!>n weakened the eastern 
front against Israel and had adverse effects on the Arab-Israeli 
balance of power. Further, the war and the concomittant exhaus
tion of Iran's military checked her revolutionary ideological momen
tum in the area. 

Finally one of the major spin-offs of the war was the creation 
of the Gulf Cooperation Council in 1981,21 which was initially an 
economic cooperation forum wtthin the region. The war led to 
a growing naval build-up on the part of the superpowers, par
ticularly US in the Arabian Sea/Gulf region. Fw of the spill-ovel' 
effects of the war, coupled with Iran's repeated threats to close 
the strategic Strait of Hormuz foethei- ' intensified US presence in 
the area. Moreover, both US and USSR saw Iran, ra:ther than 
Iraq, as the "stra:tegic zone" and hene. sought to assure Iran o£ 
their neutrality in the conflicl.n Mor~ver the splits caused by the 
fratricidal war running deep through the Arab and Muslim world 
have not only weakened their collective strength but also occured 
as a source of enormous windfal gain for Israel. 

However, the most alarming of all the sources of instability is 
the mounting "arms race" in the Gulf. The buyers are competing 
among themselves to purchase the most sophisticated weal>OD8, The 

20. ibid 212. 
21. ibid, p. 214. 
Z2. ibid, p. liS. 
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growth of Soviet military power is an independent and concrete 
source of concern for many littoral states. Soviet naval power and 
mobility-an ability to shrink the "effective distance" from ' the sou
thern USSR to the Gulf-endow the USSR with a new military 
capability • 

The Soviet Union established footholds on its per ipheries through 
siping friendship treaty with Iran ( 1972), Afghanistan (De<;ember 

1978), and the People's Democratic Republic of y:emen ( October 
1978 ). which paved the ,way for its presence in Ethiopia, and in 

the Red Sea opposite Aden. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan expan
ded Soviet land and air strength and their base facilities and logistic 
capabilities in the North Caucasus, Trans-caucasus and Turkestan 
military districts. This buildup threatens Iran and Pakistan and has 
steadily increased Soviet capability to project power into the southern 
GuIf.1I 

On the other hand, US failure in Ethiopia-Somalian war created 
strategic impact which linked the new Soviet initiatives in sub
Saharan Africa with the Soviet presence in South Yemen; threalened 
tho southern Red Sea. the Suez canal, and Israeal's access to the , 

The inability of the United States to reach a common 
understanding with the Gulf states jor the protection of , 
_/UQJ interests have stimulated the security concern of 
1M-region. 

Indian Ocean and the Pacific; and helped force Israel's expulsion 
from Ethiopia. South Yemen's intemal disturbed condition , made 

• it dependent on Soviet support. The former's support of the Dho
far rebels in Oman. its creation of large terrorist and revolutionary 
warfBtC training and the invasion of North Yemen in 1979 have I 

made it one of the most destabilizing influences in the Gulf and 

23. Joim U .... m . Dp. ell. p. 131. 
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the Red Sea area. South Yemen's pressure on North Yemen forced 
the US and Saudi Arabia into direct competition with the USSR 
in providing military assistance to N orth Yemen. South Yomen 
threaten Saudi Arabia's principal supplier of foreign labour and 
is a source of continuing tension in the Gulf. 

The inability of the United States to reach a common understan
ding with the Gulf states for the protection of mutual interests 
have stimulated tbe security concern of the region . . Success in 
resolving tbe Arab-Israeli dilemma remains "elusive" and "deoeptive" 
as gains on one side become losses on the other. The United Slatos 
continues to misinterpret or ignore Arab perceptions of the basic 
peace and security issues, and rbetorics on botb sides obscure the 
intent of US and Arab security goals.2A Both Israel and the Arab 
states percieve the US political and military commitments to each 
of them as selfe-contradictory, and tbey register doubt and concel'n 
over the intent and validity of US security assurances. The US 
also perceives the Arab world as reluctant to cooperate militarily 
in the protection of "vital" US interests in the Persian Gulf. 
Thus US strategic interests in tbe region remain hostage to the 
Arab view of the threat to those interests and to the overridina 
Arab-Israeli problem. 

In the backdrop ~f this scenario the US designed to expand 
its footbold in the region. President Carter's commitment to use 
force in the defense of tbe Gulf has tesulted in the formation of 
the Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force to counter the SoviClt 
expansion in the Gulf. ~ Ma1tmoud Riad, former Egyptian Foreign 
Minister, remarked that "the Arab policies have no control over 
such a force ; it serves US policy objectives and not Arab ones. 
These are simply to gain position in the area and to enjoy the 
benefits of political influence in those countries which a$MO t~ 

24. Althony H. Cordcsman, op. cit. p. 6Q. 
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:a<apt the pr:esence 1)f the force."25 The uni6ed US Central Comm
JUId (USCENTCOM) also was percieved l1y some of tbe Gulf 
~tates. as intervention force and as threat to political stability of l\te 
area. 

With past experience, none of the Arab countries seems willing 
to allow the US presence of her fol'{'cs on its soil. The US 
presence may destabilize rather than add stability to the region. 
But oman is the 'only Arab country to have signed a formal access 
agt;,ement with the United States as she felt 'a real threat from 
South Yemen and sought US assistance in shoring up its military 
foroos. Following on the heels of the Iranian revolution and the 
US abandonment of the Shah and the deep questioning of US will, 
intent and capability far outweighed Arab concern over the new 
Scwiet presence in Afghanistan. Thus the region has become arena 
for the conflict of the superpowers to secure their own interests. 

m 
:ReYohdon in Iran and the Gulf SecuritY 

The Iranian Revolution of 1978-79; is a remarkable event whoge 
echo will continue to reverberate down the corridors of history. Its 
impact is already visible in contemporary Gulf politics. On the one 
hand, it has brought into stark relief the dangers of too close an 
identiftcation with the West and has Jed the fragile regimes in the 
Gulf to reasseSs 'their policieS and maintain a pOsture of distance 
ftom the United States.'· :On the other, it has sparked off a series of 
tumultuous events-tne "War" between North Yemen and South 
Yemen, the seizure of the Ka'bah at Mecca and the war between 
Iran and Iraq-which have profoundly affected the security percep
tion of the region. 

Today, the Gulf is the cynosure of world attention. In this 
volatile and highly inflamabJe region, any change in Iran is lilcely to 

• 25. Robert O. Lawnnce US Policy hi Sou'h~n MIa : A Fallur. in Per,pet:II ••• 
(NaliooaJ Der.nce UnivelSity Pr .... Washington. D.C.). 1984. p' XI. 

26. Abelel Ml,jid Farid. op. dt,. introduction 
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influence the future shape of politics in tho region. 'The crisis 
unnerved the ruling elities in the Gulf. In their obsesSion to _AI 

the ir thrones, a number of compromises were made. At first tbII 
West was de]>endent on the Gulf: by the late 19709 western dip1o
macy converted this into interdependence. AI1d after the revolutioa 
the Gulf Sheikhdoms have become dependent on' the West for their 
survival. The two major consequences were tho substraction or 
Iran from the pro-Western alliance system and the diffuse ideo logical 
encouragement that Iran gave to some other radical Islamic mine
ments in the region.27 The Islamic tone of lraIi's foreign policy to 
prolliote Muslim universalism in Arab countries encountered str0D8 
reaction in 'the area. Its appeal for a religiously sectarian ShiiID 
revolution fostered divisions between Muslims. This politicizatioD 
of religion as a destabilizaing factor accentuated uncertainty and 
uneasiness all over the Gulf. I~ provided both a model and an incen
tive for dissidents throughout the region. It also altered tho political 
balance of power in the Gulf undermining moderate pro-westllm 
governments, giving them the choice ~twoen political isolation and 
a tactful adjustment of policy. Iran's upheaval also demons-trateci 
the intractable problem of containing or "managing" change of 
powers within the region. Quite apart from the ' pal~ble defeat for 
Western (particularly United States) policy, and the inevitable costs 
for their interests, the revolution also provided enough reasons for 
reorientation in Wests strategy in future handling of similar events ill 
other countries. 

The hasty withdrawal of US support, combined with'public equi
vocation and attempts to accommodate Iran's new leaders, who deSpiso 
the West, only succeeded in undermining 'and alienating Washington's 
other allies in the 'region. One of the most spectacular repercussions 
of Iran's revolution was to accentuate doubts in the Persian Gulf 
about US wiUingness to stand by her 'aUies, Saudi Arabia in particular 

Xl. ibid, p. 19 
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responded by lowering her pro-Western profile and hinting at possible 
relations with the USSR. It has served to break the continuity of 
of US-Iranian relations not simply because the Shah has departed, 
but because the revolution is a rejection of the value system that the 
United States represents and which the Shah used as a yardstick of 
Iranian development. Keeping Iran from "going neutral" or "going 
communist" will inevitably dominate future US policy in Iran as it 

has dOlllD in the past." The sour-after -taste of the revolution will 
linger for some time in both Iran itself and in the United States. 
While it may have been able to tell the United States how to conduct 
future diplomacy with future Iranian governments, it has also perhaps 

sawd the United States from some mistakes for a second time. 

The overthrow of the Shah of Iran has not fundamentally changed 
tbe prospects for the spread of nuclear weapons to the Persian Gulf. 
According tq nucl~ar experts, many countries of that region, including 
Iran will avail in the future of the technology for rudimentary nuclear 

While it may have been able to tell the United States Iww 
to conduct diplomacy with future Iranian governments • . 
U has also perhaps saved the United States from some 
ml8takes for a second time 

weapon capability-; At the same time in the periph~ of the Gulf the 
nuclear competition may have implications for the secnrity of the, 
area. More important, the change of regime has removed only one 
pOssible political impetus to widespread proliferation in the Gulf an 
Iranian nuclear weapon programme driven by the Shah's pursuit of 
regional hegemony and global ' prestige. Two other triggers-an 
ezpanding nuclear arms race between India and Pakistan and lraq'8 
acquisition of nuclear weapons in an attempt to upset the Middle 
J!aat "status quo"-remain.29 The not improbable result could be the 

:Ill. HoaaJn Amirladqbi, op. cil., p. 8S. 
29. 1IJI4 p. 26. 
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dangerous entry of nuclear weapons into some or even ni~y Gulf 
countries' arsenals by the late 1980s . • 

The impact of ,Iran's upheaval on the region will be . similarly 
important. A number of religious and, nationalist revivals will 
challenge ' existing boundaries and morq generally the ,authority of 
existing governments. The demonstration effect of its revolution 
may contribute to such challenges elsewhere. Perhaps a weakened 
I!Dd iptemally preoccupied Iran will be in no position to exert dirpct 
influence outside its borders. Although Iraq )ViII achieve a degree of 
local primacy, the post-Shah 'vacuum in the Gulf is and will be far 

more noticeable than the post-British one. For at least tho next 
decade the control of the Persian Gulf will be a key factor in calcula
tions about the relative global balance of power between the western 
industrial countries and Soviet Union. As a result of the revolution, 
the Western countries (particularly the US) ,have lost great political, 
economic and military leverage over the local countries of the Gulf 
and the adjacent regions. It provided major changes in US policy, 
each of which affected other states of the region. 

IV 
Security Optioos for the Gulf States and the US 

There is prob~bly no' way of preventing all conflict among Gulf 
states, in view of the many historical territorial dispUtes which can 
flare up even though some have been temporarily settled by nesotia
lions. The resumption of guerrilla war in Oman's Dhofar provinQl 
or the outbreak of revolt by ethnic minorities such as the Kurds in 
Iran or Iraq can bring intervention from outside. 

The interlocking of regional con1licts with the suPerPower compe
tition maximises the dangers for all concerned: it encourages local" 
states to look outside the region for support against their neighbours, 
it encourages outside powers to play up local disputes in order to gain 
advantage over rival powers, it tends to blow up local conflicts into 
larger ones by the operation of prior commitments and the fear of 



losing friends and allies. All those dangers would be reduced if the 
states of the region could move pwposefully and in concert to assert 
lIOll-alignment in relation to the superpo\'ters and to_ organise their own 
system of securitY ; and if the superpowers, would respect those deci
sions and would not seek bases or special security ties within the 
region.1O Local conflicts would not disappear, but they might 
have a greater chance of being settled or contained by collective 
procedures or by tjle operation of a regional balance of power, with 
a good chance that outside powers would see their own interests 
better Served by remaining aloof than by intervention. For those in 
the Gulf or the West who think ' of a revived CaNTO or for those in 
Moscow or among the radical groups of the region who see emerging 
• DeW socialist order under Soviet leadcrship, the idea of a non-ali
goed regional system is not ~mpatible with their own. For tbe local 
states the iSsues are complex and not always presented in clearest 
form. None wishes to cut outside ties when a reliable regional 
IIJIlmD does not exist. Actually, both thcse trends, that of interlo
otiDg and that of regional non-alignment, are present in the thinking 
of political leaders and others in the leading Gulf countries, and they 
will be contending, probably witpout sharp and definitive resolution, 
for some time into the futl1~. The Gulf states do not wish to be 
labelled as being in any power's sphere of influence, formally or de 
/tIeto: The sup...-rpower 'can reduci the' risk -of war by moderating 
!heir coni:petition, but not, at the expense of the states of the region. 
If spheres of 'influence are unacceptable and the present open compe
tition for the alignment or realignment of local states is uncertain and 
clangerous there remain two p~ssibilities of achieving greater stability 
through agreement of the superpowers. One is the recognition by 
both powers of the non-alignmen! of the entire group of Gulf states, 
thus making it unnecessary for either Powers to seek allies there as a 
means of denying the area to the oilier. 'The other point is the limi
tation of arms 1eYeIs, their own and those of the local states. The 



1)iIateral negotiations on the naval"deployment of the two powers in 
t!te Indian Ocean are a case in point. UN resolutions for tbe denuc) ... 
arisation of tbe ln4ian Ocean or fQr declaring it a "zone of peace" 
have no practical effect." Serious negOtiations between Moscow and 
Wasbington to freeze or eventually reduce their naval presence could 
conceivably produce results. But those talkS virtually broke down 
even before the Soviet move into Afghanistan, and after that they 

Security in the Gulf can be achieved if the area is left free 
from foreign interference and stronger regional c()-{Jp.ration 
is developed in economic, political and military arena. 

could hardly be resurrected, as a build-up of naval power in the lJidian 
Ocean was a central part of the American response. Despite the 
fiicket of ho~ generated by the recent Geneva Summit the fact 
remains that Soviet American "detente" bas demonstrated its fra
gility and its limitations. It has not yet been extended to the Middle 
East or te the Gulf region except in the most elementary sense. 

Considering the awesome power arrayed on both sides of tho 
global ba1anc~ the Gulf states migbt appear to be wbolly without 
influence on tbe maintenance of security in their area. That is not 
the case. They have to adjust to the facts of. power, but tbe balance 
between the superpowers and the recognised fights of sovereignty give 
them the opportunity to make choi~. Each stale's main concern is 
tbe preservation of its own independence and security_ 

Riyadh sought to establish an ~ffective Arab Gulf Commonwealth 
to defend. region's resour.,es, growing industrial base and security_ 
Thus on 25 May 1981, B(lhrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia 
and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) established the Gulf Coopera
tion Council (Majlis a1-Taawunli-Duwal al-Kbalij al-Arabiyah).32 

31. ibid p. 12 
32. Joseph A. Recruan, "The Gulf Co-operation Council: Search for Security" 
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The immediate concern behind GeC formulation has been awareness ' 
of national security and the "jugu1ar" of their economic well-being. 
Thus a more credible and effective means to deal with the pressing 
problem of security was indeed one or the most compelling reasons 
for OCC at the backdrop of the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war. Cul
tural, sectarian, ideological and demographic issues are also at stalce. 
Yet, despite numerous political ' and military agreements between the 
six m~bcr states, there are still significant differences which prevent 
complete coordination and integration. What are the prospects, if any, 
for the establishment of a permanent regional security system? Can 
the organisation function effectively? 

710e Seorchfor Regional Security 

Despite the heavy toll of the Gulf war betwccn Iran and Iraq, 
both countries remain more powerful than the GeC states, as 
demonstrated by events in Oman (Dhofar war, 1970s), Saudi Ara~ia 
(Mecca uprising 1976), Bahrain (coup attempt, 198)) and Kuwait 
(bombings, 1983), among others. The available capabilities in Gee 
states indicate the limited resources agalnsl percieved internal as 
well as external sources of threats emanating ptimarily from Iran, 
Iraq, Israel and the Soviet Union. 

Ca) Military optioni ; Military cooperation between member-states 
has become a pressing matter for the Gee '(i) internal and (it) 
external regional security. OCC's primary concern is with external 
security, and it is through the "Joint Delence Arrangement" that 
organisation seeks to face challenges t~ its politico-mililary stability. 
According to the London based Middle East economic Digest, 
the GCC had agreed in 1982 to invest $ 1.8 billion in military 
purchases for Oman to "Fquir~ · advanced fighter aircraft from 
Washington. 33 The decision of the GCe to boost the military positions 
of its two weakest members may also be noled. In Marcb 1982, 

33. ibid, p. 8n 
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the six GCC countries agreed for joint "Gulf .Force'. The reason 
woold be to avoid any reliance on foreign states for support during 
a crisis. For the first time in the twentieth century, forces from all 
six states participated in a cooperative activity aimed at def:mding 
their territories. Further GCC had been preventing bloclcade of the 
Strait of Hormuz. 

(b) Political Options : A number of economic plans were adopted 
and are in the prOtess of implementation. The following may be 
mentioned as examples : GCC states today enjoy a common tarrif 
arrangement on imports and increasingly seem to present a common 
oii-policy within OP£C. Economic and political integration under 
the GeC is inteniled to eliminate customs duties in intra-GCC trade; 
establish common tarrus on imports, coordinate imports-export 
policies and create a "collective negotiating force" to strengthen the 
GeC's overall position in dealing with suppliers; permit the free 
movement of labour and capital; coordinate oil policies; coordinate 
industrial activities and adopt standardised industrial laws; coordinate 
technology, training and labour policies; coordinate land, sea 
and air transport policies; adopt a unified investment strategy. In 
the beginning the GCC states shared the feeling to form an economic 
forum without Iran and Iraq among themselves. But it exposed 
weaknesses of internal instability which might offer opportunity or 
external threat, as the total force of the GCO is less than either of 
Iran on Iraq. Admittedly, Gee states cannot claim to have achio
ved regional security without "neutralisin!!:" Iraq and Iran, and the 
Yemens, which could threaten 'stability in 'the lower flank ' of the 
Arabian Peninsula. 

The restoration of diplomatic relations between Oman and the 
PDllY in 1983 is a remarkable progress of Gec. Further efforts are 
~ to ennbance their capacities eifectively to integerate their 
military strength and reduce their reliance on foreign military technicians 
and advisers. Only then can the conservative GCJ:C states preserve 'their 



"Khalij" identity and guarantere their stllbility and security without 
jeopardising the region's socio-political development. 

The stability of the Gulf is linked to the future stability of Europe 
and Japan, since threats to one area pose threat to the others. 
Certainly a major change in the ' balance of power in Europe 
would have profound effects upon the . Persian Gulf countries 

themselves; in particular Saudi Arabia and other "conservative" 
regimes. These countries, therefore have a long term interest 
in maintaining a strong western commibnent to a favourable balance 
of global power. Equally the Europeans have a major vested inter
est in the Gulf. Their m!'tually reinforcing interdependencies 
$uggest that a new concept of western security should be formulated. 
In reconsidering the global map of westem interests, to take &reater 
account of the Gulf, a new . area of responsibility has be:n added to 
western militaIy. commitments at the time when the overall presence 
.00 projectio)l. capability of the United States and her- allies have 
been weakened. 

It will be necessary especially for the US, to demonstrate the 
capability to P(oject military forces into the region that are capable 
of fighting Soviet conventional forces and those of its surrogates. In 
the aftermath of the Iranian revolution and Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan, the US policy has admittedly been to bolster US and 
Tegional military capabilities to protcc.t agaihst the Soviet threat. A 
new and most immediate cuncem fot US naval and military strategy 
is the north-wesr quadrant of the Indian Ocean. The littoral includes 
the Persian Gulf, South Asia alld the Horn of Africa. The response 
has been the major US naval presence in the region, development of 
Rapid Deployment Force capabilities, including the prepositioning 
of ships and material of Diego Garcia. The loss of credibility on 
tho party of the US in the area clearly undermines US military 
reputation which they intend to redress. 

US efforts toward the defence of the Persian Gulf area, especially 
Saudi Arabia, can beQlTied out on the broadest possible geographical 
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basis. Some analysts feel that the US may try to secure basing facili

ities in Pakistan. and Karachi's port and airfield could be of great 
use to US carrier task forces operating in the Arabian Sea. The 
gradual US movement toward closer direct military association 
with Saudi Arabia could be balanced by the broadening of !be 
geograpbic base of US military cooperation in the Indian Ocean 

area. In order to redress these security dilemmas in the regiOlj, 
the ouly credible and attainable poliey can be followed by the West 
(US particularly) according to this view, consists of an enhanced. 
&ell-based presence in tbe rndian Ocean. capable (If projecting power 
a~bore in a til'l'ely and ef\icacious manner. Therefore, at least 
two immediate actions are proposed to be taken : the establishment 
of a unified command for US forces in the region can ensure greater 
degr~.e of rationalization and efficiency, and wiu bolster and reassure 
1) S friends in the region. It nceds to deter a conventional thrust 
from Iran or Iraq against Saudi Arabia, but moved little to deter 
a determiued Soviet drive southwards. "Deterrence" requires US 
global strength and maneuverability, in the likely tbeatre of initial 
operations. An RDF would thus fulfill deterrance of all hostilities, 
poUtical support for US friends in the area; the ability to protect and 
defend the territorial sovereignty of friendly states; and the continued 
ensured access of the West to the vital natural resources upon which 
depend the vitality of the industrial nati(\ns. 

The solution of the Gulf security in the ultimate analysis, however, 
lies in establishing stronger relations among the states hased on 
comm.on anderstanding of the necessity of cooperatian at the defense, 
political and economic levels. It is impossible to have true 
'iCCUrity and independence without a true and comprehensive 
cooperation. And finally this area cannot enjoy stability unless tbe 
internal situations have been organised in such a way as to permit 
local rule shared by the majority. Hence security in the Gulf can 
only be achieved if the area is left free from foreign interfereuco. 
This will help the people to prePare development plans for improviDg 
economic and human powers leading gradually to collective seIf
reliance. 


